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In crystallographic texture analysis, ensuring that sample directions are

preserved from experiment to the resulting orientation distribution is crucial

to obtain physical meaning from diffraction data. This work details a procedure

to ensure instrument and sample coordinates are consistent when analyzing

diffraction data with a Rietveld refinement using the texture analysis software

MAUD. A quartz crystal is measured on the HIPPO diffractometer at Los

Alamos National Laboratory for this purpose. The methods described here can

be applied to any diffraction instrument measuring orientation distributions in

polycrystalline materials.

1. Introduction

Polycrystalline materials are agglomerates of grains with

different crystallographic orientations (Gilmore et al., 2019).

Texture measurements aim to determine the orientation

distribution of grains in a bulk material (Kocks et al., 1998;

Wenk & Van Houtte, 2004). Time-of-flight (TOF) neutron

diffraction has been applied for texture analysis by several

facilities including HIPPO (High Pressure – Preferred

Orientation) at Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM, USA

(Wenk et al., 2003; Vogel et al., 2004); SKAT at the Frank

Laboratory of Neutron Physics, Dubna, Russia (Ullemeyer et

al., 1998); and NOMAD at the Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory Spallation Neutron Source, TN, USA (Peterson et al.,

2021). Each beamline has specific instrument coordinate

conventions, and users at these facilities employ a variety of

software packages to analyze diffraction data. During an

experiment, the sample frame must be known in the instru-

ment coordinate system. This is often achieved by aligning a

feature, such as a cylinder axis or an arrow on the sample, with

part of the sample holder or instrument. This orientation and

any rotations of the sample during data collection also need to

be documented, for example, in a data collection file.

After collection, diffraction data are analyzed using

diffraction analysis software such as MAUD (Materials

Analysis Using Diffraction) (Lutterotti et al., 1997; Lutterotti,

2010), FullProf (Rodrı́guez-Carvajal, 2001), TOPAS (Coelho,

2018), Jade (Jennings, 2021), GSAS (Larson & Von Dreele,

1994) or GSAS-2 (Toby & Von Dreele, 2013). Diffraction

analysis is conducted with various degrees of sophistication

from simple preferred orientation correction to full texture
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analysis. These software programs typically retrieve the

detector coordinates from instrument parameter files [e.g.

pairs of polar coordinates consisting of the diffraction angle

(Bragg angle 2# between the incident beam and diffracted

beam) and the azimuth angle (defining angular offset from the

diffraction plane) for GSAS-format instrument parameter

files], which poses a potential source of error if a thorough

evaluation of reference frames and software integration has

not been carried out for a particular instrument. The intent of

the procedures described here is to provide practical guidance

for validating texture measurements and to apply the proce-

dures to an experimental dataset from HIPPO.

The above-mentioned software packages can determine

texture and other material parameters (e.g. phase fractions,

lattice parameters, residual stress) using the Rietveld refine-

ment process which models diffraction intensity (Rietveld,

1969; McCusker et al., 1999). Texture interpretation software

such as BEARTEX (Wenk et al., 1998) and MTEX (Bach-

mann et al., 2010) have their own convention for or allow the

user to specify their own coordinate systems, and these

systems need to be taken into account when further processing

the texture.

It is critical to keep track of the different coordinate systems

and rotation axes involved with a particular instrument to

ensure the relationship between crystal orientation and the

sample coordinate system is preserved through data collec-

tion, Rietveld analysis and texture interpretation. Even if

documentation of coordinate system definitions for the

instrument and analysis software exists, it is still valuable to

verify these because changes to software or hardware (e.g. a

new rotation stage with a different direction of the rotation

motion) can violate previous definitions and go unnoticed. For

example, the definition of the instrument coordinate system

(XiYiZi) for neutron texture analysis with HIPPO defines the

Yi axis vertically up (Wenk et al., 2010; Matthies et al., 2005,

pp. 463–464, Figs. 1 and 3), whereas for a synchrotron texture

instrument at the Swiss Light Source the Yi axis is defined

vertically down (Grässlin et al., 2013, p. 174, Fig. 1). Though

these two definitions are equivalent and the choice depends on

the instrument, the definition needs to be known when

relating a sample orientation or rotation to the given instru-

ment coordinate system. An example of dissimilar coordinate

systems for HIPPO was found by Takajo & Vogel (2018, p. 896,

Fig. 1), who determined pole figure coverage in a separate

software from MAUD and adopted a different coordinate

system. This example of multiple reported coordinate systems

for a given instrument underlines the need to understand

coordinate system definitions in the software packages used.

In addition to the definition of the instrument coordinate

system, the definition of the rotations (clockwise or counter-

clockwise) around these axes and the angle conventions used

to define detector locations need to be understood and veri-

fied: in MAUD the �s and �s rotations around the Xi and Zi

axes, respectively, are defined as counter-clockwise rotations,

whereas the !s rotation and the 2# diffraction angle around

the Yi axis are defined as clockwise rotations (Grässlin et al.,

2013). Wenk et al. (2010) incorrectly reported that all rotations

in MAUD are defined as clockwise rotations. Careful analysis

of the coordinate systems and rotation axes involved in

HIPPO experiments during the work reported here has led to

the identification of a previously unnoticed inconsistency in

MAUD related to the detector azimuthal angle �, which has

been corrected since MAUD version 2.996. This again

underlines the need for documentation and verification of

these definitions, as described here.

In this paper, we provide a process for the verification of the

coordinate systems involved in a diffraction texture experi-

ment with the HIPPO TOF diffractometer and show the steps

necessary to verify that the correct coordinate system is

maintained from data collection to the texture analysis of the

final orientation distribution data and plotted result. For this

process, a quartz crystal was chosen due to the correlation of

the physical shape of the sample (i.e. pyramidal and rhom-

bohedral crystal faces representing the trigonal crystal struc-

ture) with the orientation of the sample as it is mounted in the

instrument. The trigonal crystal structure of quartz is advan-

tageous over a cubic material as it breaks the symmetry of the

orthogonal coordinate axes of instrument and sample coor-

dinate systems [see the aforementioned references on texture

analysis as well as Matthies et al. (1988, pp. 463–464) for a

discussion of coordinate systems used in texture analysis].

Furthermore, millimetre- to centimetre-sized quartz single

crystals are readily available, which is typically not the case for

other lower-symmetry crystals (monoclinic or triclinic).

Symmetrical 120� rotation elements of triclinic crystals are

unlikely to be confused with errors in texture representation

using established software (typically instrument definitions

differ by 90 or 180� rotations). Quartz therefore provides a

good test for the verification of coordinate systems involved in

texture analysis.

The Rietveld software MAUD (Lutterotti, 2010), similarly

to other Rietveld codes such as GSAS and GSAS-2 (Von

Dreele, 1997), allows texture analysis from diffraction data

originating from several instrument types. MAUD can process

both neutron (TOF and monochromatic) and X-ray (classical

goniometers and synchrotron diffraction images) data. We

note that other Rietveld codes (e.g. GSAS-2) have similar

features to MAUD for plotting pole figure coverage resulting

from a given experiment, making the methods described here

non-specific to the MAUD software alone. MAUD was used

for the analysis of quartz instead of GSAS/GSAS-2 because

the spherical harmonic texture model employed by GSAS is

not suitable for sharp textures like those produced by a single-

crystal sample. While GSAS and GSAS-2 use spherical

harmonics functions to describe the orientation distribution

function (ODF), which interpolate between weights for

orientations with smooth functions, MAUD describes the

ODF with the E-WIMV method, which is a discrete method,

allowing the user to assign weights to orientations in Euler

space on, for example, a 1� grid completely independent from

each other. Similarly to describing a delta function with a

Fourier synthesis, the spherical harmonics description of an

ODF for a single crystal will result in many oscillatory arti-

facts. However, a 1� resolution E-WIMV description will
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assign weights to only one or two grid points in Euler space,

thus describing an ODF much more accurately.

2. Coordinate systems

In crystallographic texture analysis, the orientation of a crystal

is described relative to the sample frame of references by a set

of three Euler angles (Bunge & Roberts, 1969; Kocks et al.,

1998; Wenk & Van Houtte, 2004) which are three rotations

that bring the two coordinate systems to coincidence. Several

coordinate systems must be considered to correctly obtain the

set of Euler angles: consider a sample with its own coordinate

system (XsYsZs) mounted within an instrument, again with its

own coordinate system (XiYiZi). In general, for example, in

Bragg–Brentano type diffractometers where incident and

diffracted beams define the diffraction, typical axes for the

instrument coordinate system consider the beam direction, its

orthogonal direction in the diffraction plane and the normal to

the diffraction plane defining a Cartesian coordinate system.

In MAUD specifically, the Xi axis is defined along the beam

direction, pointing from the source towards the sample, the Zi

axis lies in the diffraction plane pointing at 2# = +90� and Yi is

defined such that (XiYiZi) is a right-handed orthogonal coor-

dinate system (in parentheses bold denotes an orthogonal set

of vectors). Fig. 1 below shows the instrument coordinate

system for HIPPO.

For instruments without a natural diffraction plane, i.e. in

instruments where multiple diffracted beams are detected

such as HIPPO or a 2D detector system at an X-ray beamline,

the diffraction plane can be arbitrarily chosen, and a conve-

nient choice is the plane such that the Bragg angle 2# and !
sample rotation axes are coaxial [the horizontal plane in

HIPPO or a plane correlated to the polarization plane (the

plane in which linearly polarized X-rays oscillate) in a

synchrotron beamline]. The former choice is a convention

connecting the detector geometry with the texture goni-

ometer. These considerations lead to the choices of instrument

coordinate systems as defined by Grässlin et al. (2013) for a

synchrotron diffraction instrument and Matthies et al. (2005)

for TOF neutron diffraction.

The Cartesian sample coordinate system (XsYsZs) is typi-

cally defined by processing (e.g. rolling direction, normal

direction and transverse direction for rolled metal samples) or

sample geometry (e.g. axial direction and two radial directions

for cylindrical samples) (Chateigner et al., 2019; Gilmore et al.,

2019). For texture analysis, a Cartesian crystal coordinate

system (XcYcZc) is chosen which may differ from the coor-

dinate system of the crystallographic unit cell in which the

atomic positions are defined. Definitions that MAUD follows

for the Cartesian crystal coordinate systems for different

crystal symmetries are given in Table S1 of the supporting

information, which has been adapted from Table 5.1 of

Matthies et al. (1987). In cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic

crystal systems the unit-cell axes a, b and c correspond to

(XcYcZc). In the case of a hexagonal or trigonal (in the

hexagonal setting) crystal lattice system, the convention

prescribed in Table S1 is Xc || a, Yc = ZcXc, Zc || c (where a and

c are the corresponding unit-cell vectors in the hexagonal unit

cell, see Fig. 2). For other space groups we refer the reader to

Table S1 or Table 5.1 of Matthies et al. (1987).

Euler angle rotations are used to relate the sample to the

crystal coordinate system, thus allowing the user to describe

any crystal orientation in the sample coordinate system [see

Matthies et al. (1987) for the different definitions of Euler

angles such as Bunge or Roe/Matthies]. In MAUD, the Euler

angles are defined by the Roe/Matthies convention. To
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Figure 1
(a) Schematic of the HIPPO instrument at LANSCE. Note the location of the flange of the sample chamber (top) and the vent (right side in the 60�

detector ring) where the neutron detectors are missing. (b) Equal area projection of HIPPO detectors onto a generic (hkl independent) pole figure.
Differently from constant-wavelength texture measurements, the pole figure coverage in a neutron TOF experiment is the same for all (hkl). Note the
resulting large gap in the detector coverage from the HIPPO sample chamber flange and the missing detector panel (red circle) due to the vacuum vent
which would mirror panel No. 43 with respect to a vertical mirror plane. The correlation of the pole figure coverage plot at !s = 0�, �s = 0�, ’s = 0 with the
instrument detector layout is shown in more detail in Fig. 4.



visualize this definition, we show the reorientation of a quartz

crystal in the sample coordinate system to an orientation g =

(�, �, �) using the Matthies convention in Fig. 2(b).

Diffraction analysis programs [e.g. GSAS-2 (Toby & Von

Dreele, 2013) or MAUD (Lutterotti, 2010)] as well as texture

analysis software [e.g. MTEX (Bachmann et al., 2010) or

BEARTEX (Wenk et al., 1998)] may use their own conven-

tions to define coordinate systems and these must be taken

into account. Definitions for the orientations of crystals, as

used to describe the orientation distribution or ‘texture’, use

mostly the Euler angle system in either the Bunge or the

Matthies convention (Bunge, 1969; Kocks et al., 1998).

Compatible data formats need to be adopted to export and

import ODFs and pole figures between different software in

addition to following the same Euler angle convention. For

example, the coordinate convention in MTEX is user defined

and fully general, but a setting in agreement with the

convention used in the software from which data is imported

(e.g. MAUD) has to be chosen. The user must be aware of the

available file formats (e.g. BEARTEX or popLA file formats

for pole figures or ODFs) of the exporting software to

correctly import into texture-processing codes such as MTEX.

The agreement between coordinate systems is of paramount

importance, for example, when deriving bulk properties of a

rolled polycrystalline metal relative to the rolling geometry

(Wenk & Van Houtte, 2004) and when analyzing tensor

quantities of low-symmetry crystals.

3. Verifying coordinate systems of instrument and
analysis software

To illustrate the instrument coordinate system, the detector

layout of the HIPPO diffractometer is described. HIPPO is a

TOF neutron diffractometer introduced in 2002 (Wenk et al.,

2003; Takajo & Vogel, 2018) and since then modified from the

original 10, 20, 39, 90 and 144� detector rings to a configuration

with five detector rings at nominal diffraction angles of 39, 60,

90, 120 and 144� from the incident beam direction [Fig. 1(a)].

The instrument symmetry around the incident beam is broken

by the absence of detector panels at the top of the 60, 90 and

120� rings, corresponding to the location of the instrument

door for access to the sample chamber from the top. In

addition, the symmetry is broken by an absent detector panel

in the 60� ring corresponding to the location of a vacuum vent

for the sample chamber as shown in Fig. 1(a). The missing

detector panels can be noticed in the generated pole figure
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Figure 2
(a) Stereographic projection showing the Matthies–Euler convention relationship between the sample (XsYsZs), crystal coordinates (XcYcZc) and
coordinates at a given orientation (XgYgZg). (b) Illustration of crystal coordinate axes XcYcZc in quartz shown aligned with the axes of the sample
coordinate system XsYsZs following the rotations in (a) to give the final orientation (XgYgZg). Note that, to describe the trigonal crystal unit-cell axes
(red) with the orthogonal crystal coordinate system, one crystal axis is a reciprocal axis. Orientations here are defined by Matthies–Euler rotations �, �
and � around Zc, Y0c and Z00c , respectively (prime, double- and triple-prime superscripts indicate the rotated axes), to arrive at the final crystal orientation
in (XgYgZg).



coverage plots [Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 3(a)]. The projection in

Fig. 1(b) shows the geometry of the detector panels rather

than just points for each panel as in the pole figure plots

produced by MAUD [e.g. Fig. 3(a)]. The coverage area with

detectors for this configuration is 22.4% of 4� steradians. We

note that for the analysis in MAUD the physical detector

panel areas are treated as single points (defined by the polar

detector coordinates as shown in the MAUD pole figure

coverage plots). The data reduction, integrating the detected

intensity of each detector panel into a single histogram for the

Rietveld analysis, also manifests this approximation. Although

the diffracted intensity of a single crystal is spatially confined

to a small spot on the detector panel, it can be shown that, for

example, a 1� rotation of the crystal in HIPPO results in a

readily measurable change of the diffraction signal and

therefore the entire instrument is sensitive to small changes in

orientation. A study of the effect of this approximation on the

texture analysis is still ongoing and is the subject of a future

publication.

On HIPPO, the sample is typically rotated by 0, 67.5 and 90�

around the vertical axis to improve the pole figure coverage to

51% (Takajo & Vogel, 2018). The fact that the detector

coverage is asymmetrical is critical for ensuring the correct

preservation of coordinate systems because in the case of a

symmetrical detector arrangement sample rotations may

result in identical pole figure coverages. This in turn may lead

to undetected problems with the coordinate system defini-

tions. In other words, the broken symmetry of the detector

arrangement and therefore the asymmetric pole figure

coverage allows the pole figure coverage to be unambiguously

related to the instrument layout.

Texture analysis from HIPPO (and other instruments)

diffraction data, i.e. the calculation of the ODF from measured

diffraction peak intensities, is routinely done using MAUD

(Wenk et al., 2003, 2010; Vogel et al., 2004; Matthies et al.,

2005). MAUD pole figure coverage plots show the diffraction

vector for each detector projected onto a pole figure [in

MAUD: ‘Graphic’ – ‘Texture plot’ – ‘Pole figure coverage’,

Fig. 3(a); see also Takajo & Vogel (2018)]. Pole figures are

defined in the sample coordinate system, whereas the

diffraction vectors, based on the incident beam and detector

location, are defined in the instrument coordinate system. In

MAUD pole figures, the Zs axis is always normal out of the

pole figure plane with Xs pointing to the top (north) and Ys to

the left (west) of the pole figure. The orientation of the sample

coordinate system relative to the instrument coordinate

system, i.e. the viewpoint of the pole figure with respect to the

sample, is controlled by the angles !s, �s and �s in the sample

position parameters of MAUD. Thus, these angles can be used

to align a direction on the physical sample in the instrument,

e.g. a rolling direction, with the sample coordinate system of

MAUD, such that the rolling direction is pointing north in the

resulting pole figure. MAUD preferences that influence how

the coordinate system is defined are provided in Table S2.

Using MAUD, the ring-based detector layout of HIPPO is

best visualized in pole figure coverage plots by rotating the

sample coordinate system such that the detectors of each ring

lie on a corresponding circle that is not broken by the horizon

of the pole figure [!s = 90�, �s = �90�, �s = 0� in ‘Sample’ –

‘Sample position’ dialog in MAUD] as shown in Fig. 3(a). In

this projection, viewing the pole figure coverage along the

beam direction does not require projection for any detector
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Figure 3
(a) The diffraction vectors corresponding to the detector panels on the five detector rings on HIPPO are mapped on the pole figure at sample rotation
!s = 90�, �s = �90�, �s = 0� viewed along the beam (+Xi direction). Note the missing detectors corresponding to locations of the HIPPO door (large
empty area in the upper half) and vacuum vent (red circle in bottom left quadrant). (b) Diagram showing vectors of diffracted neutrons pointing towards
the five different detector rings on HIPPO (with the nominal diffraction angles of the rings shown) with the corresponding diffraction vectors (bisecting
incident beam vector and the vector representing diffracted neutrons). Note that the three-dimensional arrangement of the HIPPO detector panels
results in rings of diffraction vectors around the direction of the incident beam.



across the pole figure horizon. Detector locations on the same

detector ring are identified as colored rings in Fig. 3(a). Note

that in this orientation the missing detector panels corre-

sponding to the door of HIPPO are at the top of the figure and

the missing 60� detector panel associated with the vacuum

vent [red circle in Fig. 3(a)] is at the bottom left of the pole

figure. For additional illustration, we show a side view of the

HIPPO instrument and the neutron beam interacting with

different lattice plane orientations in a sample in Fig. 3(b). The

locations of the lattice plane normals, poles or diffraction

vectors corresponding to the 39, 60, 90, 120 and 144� detectors,

denoted by the colored circles in Fig. 3(a), are represented by

their diffraction angles or scattering vectors (red dashed lines)

in Fig. 3(b).

Plots projecting the diffraction vectors for an asymmetric

detector arrangement, such as the pole figure coverage plots,

can be used to verify the instrument coordinate system with

the detector orientation being used in the diffraction analysis

software. Fig. 4 was generated by plotting pole figure coverage

for HIPPO for sample goniometer rotations of �90, 0 and 90�

around the three axes Xi(�s), Yi(!s) and Zi(’s) in the MAUD

instrument coordinate system (done in MAUD by changing

the values in the sample position window ‘Sample’ – ‘Sample

position’). These plots are used to identify the orientation of

the instrument coordinate system in MAUD by following the

transformations of the missing detectors (door and vent) in

the pole figure coverage plots for each rotation. The rotation

axes are given in the bottom right of each sub-figure in Fig. 4.

For additional visualization, the orientation of the HIPPO

instrument and a HIPPO sample holder corresponding to the

orientation of the sample coordinate system (as defined by the

sample goniometer angles shown in each sub-panel) are

added. The notch in the sample holder enables the correlation

of the sample when mounted with the sample orientation

during the measurement. As mentioned before, in MAUD the

rotations for � and �, around Xi and Zi, respectively, are

defined counter-clockwise, whereas the ! rotation around Yi is

defined as a clockwise rotation. Clockwise and counter-

clockwise rotations are defined around the positive vector

direction.

The coordinates from MAUD in Fig. 4 differ from the

conventions that have been published in the literature (Wenk

et al., 2010, p. 285, Fig. 2; Matthies et al., 2005, pp. 463–464,

Figs. 1 and 3) due to errors in the way � was defined in

previous versions of MAUD that have been corrected in

MAUD version 2.996. Prior to this version, instruments

utilizing � to define detector locations resulted in pole figures

with Xs pointing south and Ys pointing east. After this
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Figure 4
The sample rotation angles !s, �s and ’s change the perspective on the pole figure coverage (and fixed sample inside the instrument). The scattering
vectors in the pole figure coverage plot, representing the diffraction vectors for each detector panel, should rotate in the opposite sense of the sample
rotation angles. With this understanding we can track the asymmetric features in MAUD (vent, indicated by red circle, and door, the large gap in the
coverage) and verify that the coordinate system transformation calculated by MAUD agrees with the definition of rotations (see text). The coverage
plots and corresponding viewpoints of the HIPPO instrument and sample holder are shown for changing !s, �s and ’s individually as indicated. The
sample coordinate system, in which the pole figures are defined, remains constant as defined in the text. Note that the diffraction vectors in the southern
hemisphere are plotted as antipodes.



correction, pole figures now follow the convention that Xs

points north and Ys points west. A comparison between the

pole figure coverage plots before and after this correction is

shown in Fig. 5.

4. Experimental verification for texture analysis

To verify that the results of the texture analysis are correct, a

sample with a known asymmetric orientation distribution

needs to be measured. A non-cubic single crystal, allowing the

user to relate the crystal orientation to the crystal faces, is a

suitable sample for such a test. Here, the ‘texture’ of a natural

�-quartz crystal is analyzed using MAUD version 2.996 to

demonstrate the verification process. The �-quartz crystal

structure is trigonal with the space group P3121 (space group

No. 152 in International Tables for Crystallography). The

quartz crystallographic data file (CIF) from Le Page &

Donnay (1976) was used in this study. Note that the difference

between left and right quartz cannot be resolved with

neutrons. The hexagonal lattice geometry is expressed in

diffraction peak positions whereas the trigonal symmetry is

observed in peak intensities. Fig. 6(a) shows the crystal

mounted on a HIPPO sample holder and Fig. 6(b) shows a

close-up of the crystal with {1010} planes and the c axis of the

crystal highlighted, allowing the user to identify the crystal

orientation relative to the sample holder. Fig. 6(b) shows that

the c axis of the crystal is tilted approximately 25� off the

sample holder axis (Z). The normal of the prism plane {1010}

is perpendicular to the c axis with poles of one of the three

plane pairs approximately perpendicular to the viewing

direction.

Data were collected for 2 min per rotation at rotation angles

of !i = 0, 67.5 and 90� with the HIPPO robotic sample changer

(Losko et al., 2014). The steps of the Rietveld refinement are

described in the supporting information in some detail. Here

we give a brief summary. For the MAUD refinement, 3 � 45 =

135 diffraction patterns were used following the following

strategy: (1) The background was refined using three poly-

nomial parameters for each detector at each orientation. The

HIPPO incident intensity parameter was set to a value of

0.0007 to adjust the intensities of the fit to the approximate

order of magnitude. Scale factors were also refined in this step.

(2) In the second step of the refinement, all background

parameters were fitted, an arbitrary texture was applied and

DIFC/shift parameters were fitted (defining the distance
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Figure 5
Comparison of pole figure coverage plots for HIPPO (a) before and (b) after the bug related to � was fixed in MAUD version 2.996.

Figure 6
(a) Quartz crystal mounted on a HIPPO sample holder with a prismatic
(1010) face normal pointing to the notch of the sample holder. The
sample holder is rotated by �30� around the sample holder axis such that
the notch becomes visible to the viewer. (b) Close-up of the quartz crystal
in this orientation, highlighting the (1010) faces and the c axis of the
crystal, which is misaligned by �25� with respect to the sample holder
axis. (c) MAUD pole figure coverage, instrument and sample holder
orientation corresponding to the orientation in the photograph (except
for the �30� rotation in the photograph). (d) (1010), (1011) and (0003)
pole figures extracted from the diffraction data using MAUD. (e)
Uncommon analysis using standard function main crystal orientations
observed in (d) used to investigate twinning in the (1011) pole figure. An
imperceptible improvement in the Rietveld refinement fit when including
a twin with 60� offset indicates that the twin may be an artifact of
insufficient pole coverage for single-crystal texture analysis.



between sample and detectors). (3) In the final step, the E-

WIMV texture with a resolution of 1 and 5� was explored, and

we show details for the 5� refinement. The data range

considered for this refinement was 0.5–4.0 Å. The pole figure

coverage, position of the sample holder and experimental view

of the HIPPO instrument in MAUD at the sample rotation

angles !s = 0�, �s = 0�, �s = 0� are shown in Fig. 6(c). Pole

figures of the refined crystal orientation are plotted in Fig. 6(d).

5. Quality of Rietveld fit and role of diffraction
intensities

Fig. 6(d) demonstrates a good fit for the hexagonal lattice

[(0003) and (1010)] which has been used to define the coor-

dinate system. Curiously, the (1011) pole figure suggests that

this quartz is not a trigonal single crystal but a composite of

two crystals rotated 60� around the common c axis. The

resolution of the c and a axis positions depends on diffraction

peak positions, but the resolution of trigonal symmetry

depends on the diffraction intensities (Chen et al., 2012). This

could be due to Dauphiné twinning or an artifact in the

HIPPO experiment.

The single-crystal spectra in this study, shown in Fig. 7(a),

do not show good agreement. The black measured data and

the red calculated spectrum for the quartz single crystal show

overall agreement in peak positions but the intensities are

poorly modeled. This is highlighted in ‘Plot 2D’ of individual

detectors on a bank. The peak positions are reliable, but the

intensities vary widely. Moreover, the agreement is worse for

some rotations of the sample (!). Generally, for polycrystal-

line samples there is good agreement between measured and

calculated diffraction spectra, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b) for

quartzite measured on HIPPO with very similar experimental

configurations. The averaged diffraction spectrum (left) and

the stack of individual diffraction spectra (right) show excel-

lent agreement between peak positions as well as peak

intensities.

We attribute the poor fit quality to the geometry of the

HIPPO diffractometer which was designed to measure not

single crystals but powders of polycrystalline materials. In fact,

the detectors shown in Fig. 2 are not uniform surfaces like

X-ray area detectors used in synchrotrons but are composed

of many individual tubes �1 cm in diameter and �35 cm long.

For a powder the diffraction intensity covers a broad area that

is averaged, but a single crystal produces sharp spots that may
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Figure 7
(a) HIPPO analysis for the single quartz crystal used in this study. (b) HIPPO analysis of a naturally deformed quartzite pebble from northern Spain
(Chen et al., 2012). Left: sum of spectra for detector bank 90. Red lines are the Rietveld fit. Right: stack of individual spectra. Bottom: experiment. Top:
Rietveld fit. The excellent agreement in (b) suggests a reliable analysis.

Figure 8
Rietveld fits of the HIPPO analysis of the quartz single crystal described
in this paper. Diffraction peaks occur at the correct positions, but the
intensities are erratic, which can be attributed to the instrumental
limitations.



fall between tubes, or individual tubes may malfunction. Thus,

intensity recorded by the whole detector will be subject to

spatially varying detector efficiency when measuring single

crystals which is much less problematic when measuring

polycrystalline samples. We suspect that this is the reason for

the poor resolution of trigonal symmetry in quartz which relies

on peak intensities (Chen et al., 2012). MAUD tries to

compensate for these intensity problems by refining Dauphiné

twins which are at the same diffraction angles, but this does

not resolve the intensity problem as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 8.

The Dauphiné twinning suggested in the (1011) pole figure in

Fig. 6(d) is therefore likely to be an artifact.

6. Consistent coordinate system representation in
texture analysis software

The next step in analyzing the texture of a material often

involves importing data into texture analysis software such as

MTEX (Bachmann et al., 2010) or BEARTEX (Wenk et al.,

1998). Obtaining the ODF in texture analysis software can be

done either by importing reconstructed pole figure data and

recalculating the ODF or by directly importing the ODF. ODF

reconstruction from pole figure data is typically done in

MTEX, whereas direct ODF import is done in BEARTEX.

MTEX can also import ODFs; however, the authors noticed

that the cell representation used in MAUD and automatic

rebinning to a 5� cell to standardize ODF export result in more

artifacts compared with using pole figures. Calculation of

ODFs from pole figures has one downside in that, if the crystal

axis definition is not consistent with MAUD, a different ODF

will be refined from the pole figures. This is not an obvious

mistake since the pole figures in MTEX, for example, can still

look the same as those in MAUD. In addition to exporting

reconstructed pole figures, MAUD can export the extracted

texture factors for each diffraction vector in .apf phase files.

These files are the data for the experimental pole figures in

MAUD and can be directly fitted or visualized in MTEX.

The data for 30 reconstructed pole figures (in 5� intervals

for the azimuth and pole distance) were exported from

MAUD, loaded into MTEX using the MTEX import wizard

and used to reconstruct the ODF in MTEX (Rafailov et al.,

2020). To preserve the sample coordinate system as defined in

MAUD, we orient the MTEX crystal coordinate system such

that Xc and Zc in MTEX are parallel to the crystallographic

axes a and c of the quartz crystal, respectively. In MAUD, the

sample coordinate system, in which the Euler angles to
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Figure 9
MTEX pole figures showing the crystal orientation of the main quartz texture component (see text for more details).



describe crystal orientations are defined, has Xs pointing

towards ‘north’ in pole figures, Ys towards ‘west’ and Zs out of

plane (note that MAUD versions prior to 2.996 exported ODF

and pole figure data with Xs pointing towards ‘east’, Ys

towards ‘south’ and Zs out of plane, inconsistent with the

plotting of pole figures or ODFs in MAUD). The MAUD

output format can now be changed in the ‘Analysis Prefer-

ences’ using the field option ‘plot.NWSE’ (correct formats for

HIPPO data are ‘N’ and ‘E’ when outputting to MTEX and

BEARTEX, respectively). To reproduce this plotting

convention in MTEX a right-handed frame should be set in

MTEX with the ‘xAxisDirection’ to be ‘north’ and the

‘zAxisDirection’ to be ‘outOfPlane’. In Fig. 9, the (0001),

(1010), (1110), (1011) and (0111) pole figures are plotted,

showing the trigonal symmetry of the crystal and orientation

of the major texture component. This visualization of the

crystal is an important verification that pole figure or ODF

data are properly exchanged between MAUD and MTEX. To

illustrate the importance of verifying the proper exchange of

pole figure or ODF data between MAUD and MTEX, we

provide examples of a correct and an incorrect import. For

this, an ODF consisting of a single orientation described by a

spherical component in MAUD was defined. Fig. 10 shows the

(002) pole figure generated in MTEX after importing MAUD-

calculated pole figures into MTEX using the correct MTEX

coordinate system definition (x – north, z – out of plane) and

the incorrect definition (x – east, z – out of plane, as required

for versions of MAUD prior to version 2.995). Clearly the

resulting crystal orientations in MTEX are different.

For BEARTEX, the ODF is exported in ASCII format from

MAUD with 5� cells regardless of the ODF resolution used

during refinement [Phases/Advanced models/

Texture: E-WIMV/Options: Export ODF formatted

(text) for Beartex]. Using BEARTEX, the MAUD

output (fn.mod) is converted to binary (Convert: CMAU,

fn.yom) and if necessary, data can be smoothed in

Process: SMOO. Then pole figures are calculated

(Process: PCAL, fn.xpo) and plotted with various options

to comply with publication formats (Display: PING).

MTEX and BEARTEX allow the user to generate publi-

cation-quality pole figures and enable texture analysis to

determine volume fractions of texture components and

calculate anisotropic physical properties. Comparing MTEX

and BEARTEX poles figures with those from MAUD
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Figure 10
MTEX (002) pole figures computed from the standard function in MAUD using (a) the correct definition of the MTEX plotting convention and (b) the
incorrect definition of plotting conventions.

Figure 11
Comparison (1010) pole figures generated from the measured quartz crystal plotted with (a) MAUD, (b) MTEX and (c) BEARTEX after importing the
MAUD ODF. The agreement of the pole figures visually and the orientation represented in the pole figures indicates that our coordinate systems are
preserved though the different software packages. Plots are equal area projections with the density scale in multiples of random distribution.



[Figs. 11(a)–11(c)] demonstrates that the correct choices for

crystal orientation and plotting conventions were made. The

major texture components within a sample can be identified

using the ‘calcModes’ function in MTEX. For the quartz single

crystal, the texture component that represents the orientation

of the crystal is � = 114. 7�, � = 89.8�, � = 120.0� in Matthies–

Euler angles.

Additional verification that the MTEX coordinate system

agrees with the MAUD coordinate system can be desirable for

lower-symmetry materials wherein crystal coordinate system

options abound. An example is given by simulating an ODF

from one spherical component, specified in MAUD by

Matthies/Roe–Euler angles. Though this would work for any

set of Euler angles, we demonstrate this with Euler angles of a

quartz single crystal. From the standard function pole figures

can be generated in MAUD, exported from MAUD and

imported into MTEX using the same method as previously

mentioned. The texture component can then be calculated

using the ‘calcModes’ function and the angles should agree

with the Euler angles originally used to create the spherical

component if everything is done correctly.

Note that the HIPPO diffractometer and the MAUD

Rietveld analysis using the E-WIMV algorithm are designed

for quantitative texture analysis of polycrystalline materials,

not a single crystal. For information about single crystals and

their atomic structures, different diffractometers are used and

different software packages are applied. HIPPO detectors

average over large areas [10–15�, Fig. 1(b)], and the EWIMV

texture analysis relies on a discrete 3D ODF grid (here 5�).

Thus, the ODF and pole figure densities in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 with

large circular distributions, which should be infinity for single

crystals and single spots, are not realistic for a single crystal.

Therefore, the approach with a single crystal as described here

does not allow the quantitative agreement of orientation or

pole densities to be explored. However, the data obtained in

this experiment were sufficient to identify the orientation of

the crystal and verify the coordinate conventions in MAUD,

BEARTEX and MTEX. The changes made in MAUD version

2.996 may influence the coordinate systems of data analyzed

from other synchrotron and neutron diffraction instruments. It

is recommended that researchers verify the consistency of

coordinate systems for their particular instrument using a

methodology similar to the one described in this paper. To

break the symmetry of the detector coverage in other instru-

ments, it is recommended to physically shield or electronically

disable detectors at known locations rather than disabling

detectors in the software. In addition, it is paramount on

changing versions of MAUD that the MAUD home folder be

deleted. It will be regenerated when the MAUD program is

launched.

7. Conclusions

An approach was presented for verifying coordinate systems

used in texture analysis. In the test case, the instrument

coordinate system of HIPPO was related to the sample coor-

dinate system using a symmetry-breaking detector layout,

thereby identifying issues in the coordinate system conven-

tions programmed in MAUD. Corrections were implemented

in MAUD version 2.996 for this paper and an exhaustive

discussion of the MAUD coordinate systems is given as a

definitive reference. A quartz single crystal was also measured

with a clear relationship between the crystal and sample

coordinate systems, allowing the sample coordinate system to

be validated. Correct coordinate systems are required for the

more general case of polycrystalline quantitative texture

analysis. In addition, texture software such as MTEX,

BEARTEX and MAUD can use different conventions; this

work provides practical ways to verify that plotting and crystal

conventions are appropriate.
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